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A longtime S&A subscriber and Alliance member, Jeff joined Stansberry & Associates in 2005 after retiring from his 
private money management business at age 42. Jeff is one of the best traders Stansberry has ever seen and is also one 
of the most prolific editors on staff.

His flagship trading advisory, S&A Short Report, uses the same strategy Jeff has been using since 1987, when he was 
managing money for around 100 of California's wealthiest individuals.  

Jeff's S&A Short Report features one of the best income-generating strategies available. Using a simple, conservative 
trading strategy he perfected while in the money management business, Jeff shows Short Report subscribers how to 
make large amounts of income – overnight, and throughout the year.   

Jeff's S&A Pro Trader is Stansberry’s most sophisticated options trading research service. Jeff implements his own 
personal strategy in his Pro Trader letter. Used by the best institutional traders in the world, Jeff's S&A Pro Trader 
strategy allows you to potentially make money no matter what a stock does – whether it goes up, down, or just stays 
the same.

• Options 101
• VIX
• Macro-economic trends
• CSCO
• HPQ (Hewlett Packard)
• Call options on gold stocks
• Oil

STORY FOCUS

Before joining S&A, Jeff was president and CEO of an independent, San 
Francisco-based brokerage house and private money-management firm.

Jeff served as a consultant to one of the country's largest options 
market-making firms, developed the curricula for an international 
Masters of Business Administration (MBA) program, and is the founder 
of an investor education firm.

Jeff Clark's S&A Short Report and S&A Pro Trader is read by over 
2,500 paid subscribers each month. In addition, Jeff is a regular 
contributor to Stansberry's Growth Stock Wire, an e-letter produced by 
Stansberry Research and distributed to over 370,000 people each day.

ABOUT JEFF CLARK

S&A Short Report
A weekly investment advisory which 
focuses on short-term options trading. 
http://bit.ly/clarksr

S&A Pro Trader
S&A's most sophisticated options 
trading research service.
http://bit.ly/clarkpt
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Recently in S&A Short Report
• This Lagging Gold Stock Is Ready to Play Catch-Up
• Our Friday "Scalp" Trade Isn't Over
• Update: iShares Silver Trust (SLV)


